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WeightAbstract For the purpose of enhancing reliability of aileron of Airbus new-generation A350XWB,
an evaluation of aileron reliability on the basis of maintenance data is presented in this paper.
Practical maintenance data contains large number of censoring samples, information uncertainty
of which makes it hard to evaluate reliability of aileron actuator. Considering that true lifetime
of censoring sample has identical distribution with complete sample, if censoring sample is trans-
formed into complete sample, conversion frequency of censoring sample can be estimated according
to frequency of complete sample. On the one hand, standard life table estimation and product limit
method are improved on the basis of such conversion frequency, enabling accurate estimation of
various censoring samples. On the other hand, by taking such frequency as one of the weight factors
and integrating variance of order statistics under standard distribution, weighted least square esti-
mation is formed for accurately estimating various censoring samples. Large amounts of experi-
ments and simulations show that reliabilities of improved life table and improved product limit
method are closer to the true value and more conservative; moreover, weighted least square estimate
(WLSE), with conversion frequency of censoring sample and variances of order statistics as the
weights, can still estimate accurately with high proportion of censored data in samples.
Algorithm in this paper has good effect and can accurately estimate the reliability of aileron actu-
ator even with small sample and high censoring rate. This research has certain signiﬁcance in theory
and engineering practice.
ª 2015 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Aileron is important for an aircraft, but aileron actuator is also
one of the components with the highest failure rate in A320.1,2
In order to enhance the reliability of aileron of Airbus
new-generation A350XWB, ﬁrstly, it is necessary and
helpful to evaluate reliability of elevator in A320 aileron.
However, uncertainty of various censored data frequently seen
in aileron maintenance increases the difﬁculty in reliability
evaluation.3,4
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cal distribution with complete sample, once censoring sample
reaches real lifetime, its distribution will be consistent with
the complete sample. Therefore, frequency of censoring sample
which has been converted into complete sample may be specu-
lated according to the proportion of complete sample fre-
quency in all samples, namely, approximating frequency of
censoring sample which is supposed to reach real lifetime.
That frequency of censoring observation was converted into
complete sample not only improves standard life table and
product limit method, taken as one of the weights factor, also
makes weighted least square estimate (WLSE) more accurate
in the estimation of censoring sample distribution.
The key to reliability estimation with WLSE is to determine
weights, and the following text lists the recent literature with
respect to weights. In the analysis of Weibull distribution,
Bergman assumed that reliability of each sample was constant
and difference between samples was mainly generated by trans-
formation relation. Then, based on error propagation theory,
Bergman obtained weight of Weibull distribution.5 Hung cal-
culated weight by quite similar method, but Hung normalized
his weight.6 Both Bergman and Hung neglected the differences
between sample reliabilities; actually, the samples are all order
statistics and their uncertainty is closely related to the ranks.7
Lu et al. thought that linear transformation of Weibull distri-
bution was essentially transforming Weibull distribution into
parameter-free standard exponential distribution with interme-
diate variable,8 thereby to estimate weight of WLSE with stan-
dard distribution. Compared with Bergman, Lu et al. took into
account both uncertainties caused by linear transformation
and reliability differences between samples. Bergman, Hung
and Lu et al. all applied error propagation theory to calculate
approximate variance after transformation, which was simple
but not accurate enough. Zhang et al. extended Lu’s thought
of transforming distribution with parameters into parameter-
free exponential distribution with intermediate variable and
then accurately calculated weight according to the distribution
and property of order statistics.9
In this paper, the above studies are extended from two
aspects and good effect is achieved in experimental veriﬁca-
tion. First, studies of Bergman, Hung, Lu and Zhang et al.9
on weight mainly focused on Weibull distribution, while in this
paper, their thought will be extended to all location-scale mod-
els. In particular, linear transformation of reliability model is
regarded as the process that distribution with parameters is
transformed into parameter-free standard distribution with
intermediate variable; besides, conclusions and experimental
results of common location-scale models are presented.
Second, Bergman, Hung, Lu and Zhang et al.5,6,8,9 took no
account of censoring sample in weight. However, in this paper,
guided by proportion of complete sample frequency, censoring
sample is converted into complete sample so that information
of censoring sample is contained at the converted frequency.
By taking such converted frequency as weight, inﬂuence of
censoring sample may be addressed. Simulation and instance
of aileron actuator prove that improvements in these two
aspects can make parameter estimation more accurate.
In addition, in the corse of studying the inﬂuence of fre-
quency and censoring data on weight, a novel improved life
table estimation and two improved product limit methods
are presented in this paper.2. Enhancing accuracy of EDF by converting censoring
observations
2.1. Improved life table
Although standard life table is usually used to estimate empir-
ical distribution function (EDF), it still has the defects that
censoring sample is not reasonably utilized and assumed con-
ditions are subjective to some extent.
(1) It is impossible that exactly half of censoring samples at
each interval reach real lifetime in their interval.
(2) Censoring samples which are supposed to not reach real
lifetime are not considered. Therefore, error of standard
life table is serious in estimation of sample with high
censoring rate.
As real lifetime of censoring observation is assumed to be
the same with that of complete sample, censoring samples
may be reasonably distributed at each interval satisfying cen-
soring requirements according to proportion of complete sam-
ples at each interval, forming more accurate estimation. Thus,
guided by complete samples, right, left and interval censoring
may be addressed appropriately, which makes estimation more
accurate.
2.1.1. Ideas of improved life table
Suppose the sets of right censoring, left censoring, interval cen-
soring and complete samples are Cr; Cl; CI; Cc, respectively,
which compose the sample set o ¼ t1;   ti;    ; tnf g i.e.,
o ¼ Cr þ Cl þ CI þ Cc. Frequencies of right censoring, left
censoring, interval censoring and complete samples of sample
ti are ri; li; Ii; ci, respectively; therefore, the total frequency
of sample set is obtained as n ¼Pti2o ri þ li þ Ii þ cið Þ. If the
sample is divided into kþ 1 intervals, i.e., Ij ¼ aj1; aj
 
;
j ¼ 1; 2;    ; kþ 1 at interval Ij, there are Qj right censoring
samples, Tj left censoring samples and Dj complete samples.
Frequency distribution of complete sample at each interval
implies probability that real lifetime belongs to the interval.
Moreover, as real lifetime of censoring observation and com-
plete sample is supposed to follow identical distribution, distri-
bution of real lifetime of censoring observation at each interval
may be estimated according to distribution proportion of com-
plete sample at the interval. Converting censoring sample in Ij
into complete sample at interval Iw by referring to distribution
of complete sample can overcome the defect that standard life
table is too subjective.
At interval Ij, real lifetime (denoted by T) of Qj right cen-
soring samples Ij is a reasonable hypothesis. If those Qj right
censoring samples are converted into complete samples in
T > aj1, then converted frequency Qj is as Eq. (1). If right cen-
soring samples are assumed to still have certain probability of
being censored or exceeding the maximum of sample and only
part of the samples may be converted into complete samples,
then Iw wP jð Þ is denoted as Eq. (2). Once the censoring
sample is converted into complete sample, frequency r jw of
converted censoring sample shall be corrected; otherwise, the
total frequencies of samples before and after conversion will
be inconsistent.
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Xkþ1
i¼j
Di
,
w ¼ j; jþ 1;    ; kþ 1; Qj ¼ 0 ð1Þ
r jw ¼ QjDw
Xkþ1
i¼j
ðDi þQiÞ
,
Qj ¼ Qj
Xkþ1
i¼j
Qi
Xkþ1
i¼j
Di þQið Þ
,
w ¼ j; jþ 1;    ; kþ 1
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð2Þ
At interval Ij, real lifetime of Tj left censoring samples
T < aj is accepted. Similarly, left censoring samples are con-
verted into complete samples according to proportion of com-
plete sample at each interval Iw w 6 jð Þ, then converted
frequency l jw is as follows:
l jw ¼ TjDw
Xj
i¼1
Di
,
w ¼ 1; 2;    ; j; Tj ¼ 0 ð3Þ
For interval censoring ti ¼ tli; tri
  2 CI, its real lifetime
T 2 tli; tri
 
is proper. Suppose tli 2 Ij1 ; tri 2 Ij2 ; j1 6 j2, if ti is
converted into complete sample at interval Iw j1 6 w 6 j2ð Þ,
converted frequency iiw is
Iiw ¼ IiDw
Xj2
i¼j1
Di
,
w ¼ j1; j2; ii ¼ 0 ð4Þ
By accumulating converted frequencies of all the censoring
samples, frequency of converted complete samples at interval
Iw is
dw ¼
X
ti2Cl
liw þ
X
ti2Cr
riw þ
X
ti2CI
Iiw w ¼ 1; 2;    ; kþ 1 ð5Þ
Correct frequency of complete samples with converted fre-
quency dw of censoring observation, then
D0w ¼ Dw þ dw w ¼ 1; 2;    ; kþ 1 ð6Þ
D0w is approximate speculation of frequency distribution of
real lifetime at each interval. If reliability is estimated on the
basis of D0w, it means that estimation is based on real lifetime
data, not censoring observation. According to the corrected
frequency D0w, survival number Nj is estimated as follows:
Nj ¼
X
ti2o
ri þ li þ Ii þ dið Þ j ¼ 1
Nj1 D0j1 j ¼ 2; 3;    ; kþ 1
8<
: ð7Þ
Then, instantaneous failure rate qj, instantaneous survival
rate pj, reliabilities Rj and its variance in jth interval are esti-
mated as
q^j ¼ D
0
j
Nj1D0j1
p^j ¼ 1 q^j
R^j ¼ R^j1p^j
8><
>: ð8Þ
D R^j
  ¼ R^2jXj
i¼1
q^i
Ni 1 q^ið Þ ð9Þ
When R^j is converted with /ðxÞ ¼ ln x1x, then conﬁdence
interval of R^j isRj 2 /1 / R^j
  za2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nR^j 1 R^j
 q
0
B@
1
CA; /1 / R^j þ za2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nR^j 1 R^j
 q
0
B@
1
CA
2
64
3
75
ð10Þ
Taking complete samples as reference, lifetime of censoring
sample is reasonably estimated. Then, by converting censoring
sample into complete sample, distribution of various censored
data may be accurately estimated with improved life table.
2.1.2. Steps of improved life table
To sum up, concrete ﬂow of estimating EDF with improved
life table is:
(1) Determine group number k þ 1 and interval
Ij ¼ aj1; aj
 
; j ¼ 1; 2;    ; k þ 1.
(2) Total frequency of complete sample, right censoring
sample and left censoring sample as Dj; Qj and T j.
(3) Right censoring sample at jth interval is converted into
interval Iw wP jð Þ and their frequency r jw is obtained
by Eqs. (1) or (2).
(4) Left censoring samples at jth interval are converted into
interval Iw w 6 jð Þ and their frequency l jw is calculated by
Eq. (3).
(5) Determine interval which corresponds to interval cen-
soring sample ti 2 Cc, namely, tli 2 Ij1 ; tri 2 Ij2 ; j1 6 j2,
then convert ti into complete sample at interval
Iw w ¼ j1; j2ð Þ and converted frequency I iw is obtained
by Eq. (4).
(6) Accumulate converted frequency dw at each interval
with Eq. (5) and corrected frequency D0wðw ¼ 1; 2;
   ; k þ 1Þ of complete sample is obtained according to
Eq. (6).
(7) Estimate reliability of inteval Ij; j ¼ 1; 2;    ; k þ 1,
namely, estimate survival number Nj by Eq. (7); then
q^j; p^j; R^j are calculated with Eq. (8); furthermore,
D R^j
 
is computed with Eq. (9); Finally work out conﬁ-
dence interval by Eq. (10).
(8) The empirical distribution function is obtained based on
R^j.2.2. Improved product limit method
When the number of intervals in life table continuously
increases until only one sample is contained in every interval
except the last interval, in such a limiting case, life table
becomes the product limit method.10,11 Now, censored data
are actually neglected in product limit method which estimates
only with complete sample, so absence of censored data may
cause large error.12,13 Similar to improved life table, lifetime
of censoring observation is supposed to have the same distri-
bution with complete sample; then, by referring to the distribu-
tion of complete sample, censoring sample is converted into
complete sample in the corresponding range so as to enhance
the estimation accuracy.
2.2.1. Idea of improved product limit method
If ti 2 Cr, then its real lifetime T > ti. Suppose real lifetime T
of ti follows the same distribution with each complete sample
tw tw > tið Þ, then proportion of complete sample frequency
1090 Huaiyuan Li et al.may reﬂect probability that ti’s real lifetime T exactly equals tw.
If ti is completely converted into tw tw > tið Þ, then converted
frequency is as Eq. (11) and correct right censoring frequency
_ri of ti to 0.
_riw ¼
ricw
X
tu>ti
cu
,
tw > ti ^ tw 2 Cc
0 others
8><
>:
_ri ¼ 0
8>><
>>:
ð11Þ
If right censoring sample ti is still supposed to be uncertain
due to censoring or real lifetime T exceeding maximum of sam-
ple, i.e., right censoring samples are only partially converted
into complete samples, then frequency of censoring sample ti
which has been already converted into complete sample,
namely, _riw is denoted as Eq. (12) and the residual frequency
_ri is corrected with proportion of right censoring.
_riw ¼
ricw
X
tu>ti
ðcu þ ruÞ
,
tw > ti ^ tw 2 Cc
0 others
8><
>:
_ri ¼ ri
X
tu>ti
ru
X
tu>ti
ðcu þ ruÞ
,
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð12Þ
If ti 2 Cl, then its real lifetime T < ti. Supposing real life-
time T of ti follows the same distribution with complete sample
tw tw < tið Þ, if ti is converted into complete sample tw, converted
frequency _liw will be
_liw ¼
licw
X
tu<ti
cu
,
tw < ti ^ tw 2 Cc
0 others
8><
>:
__li ¼ 0
8>><
>>:
ð13Þ
If ti ¼ tli; tri
  2 CI, then its real lifetime T 2 tli; tri .
According to frequency proportion of complete sample
tw tw 2 tli; tri
  
, after ti is converted into complete sample, fre-
quency _Iiw will be
_Iiw ¼
Iicw
X
tu2 tli ;trið Þ
cu
,
tw 2 tli; tri
  ^ tw 2 Cc
0 others
8><
>: ð14Þ
Accumulate converted frequencies of all censoring samples as
dw ¼
X
ti2Cl
_liw þ
X
ti2Cr
_riw þ
X
ti2CI
_Iiw tw 2 Cc ð15Þ
Conversion frequency dw means possible frequency of cen-
soring sample reaching real lifetime, which is speculated
according to frequency proportion of complete sample,
namely, the frequency of transforming censoring observation
into complete sample. The total frequency mw of complete
samples corrected with conversion frequency is
mw ¼ dw þ cw tw 2 Cc ð16Þ
where mw is a speculation of real lifetime frequency. According
to corrected frequency mw of complete sample, the estimation
with standard product limit method will cover inﬂuences of all
kinds of censoring samples. In this case, the estimation is on
the basis of approximate lifetime data but not censoring obser-
vation whose information is incomplete; therefore, the results
are more accurate.2.2.2. Steps of improved product limit method
The detailed ﬂow of improved product limit method is as
follows:
(1) Rank sample observations to form order statistics.
(2) Initialize parameters R0 ¼ 1; N 1 ¼ n ¼
P
ti2o ri þ liþð
I i þ diÞ.
(3) If ri > 0, then calculate frequency riw of ti which is con-
verted into with Eqs. (11) or (12).
(4) If li > 0, then calculate frequency l
i
w of ti which is con-
verted into tw tw < ti ^ tw 2 Ccð Þ with Eq. (13).
(5) If I i > 0, calculate frequency _I iw of ti which is converted
into tw tw 2 tli; tri
  ^ tw 2 Cc  with Eq. (14).
(6) Accumulate conversion frequency dw with Eq. (15) and
corrected frequency mw of every complete sample
tw 2 Cr with Eq. (16).
(7) Estimate reliability Ri of sample ti 2 Cc according to cor-
rected frequency mw, namely, calculate q^i ¼ miNi ; p^i ¼ 1
q^i; R^i ¼ R^i1p^i; then estimate variance D R^i
 
with Eq.
(9); furthermore, calculate conﬁdence interval of reliabil-
ity with Eq. (10); at last, set Niþ1 ¼ Ni  mi and repeat
until ﬁnishing estimating all samples.
(8) Estimate empirical distribution function according to R^i.
The above two improvements are more suitable for discrete
distribution, as samples are rarely the same in continuous dis-
tribution. But the probability that samples repeatedly occur in
discrete distribution is higher, so that the frequency will be of
stronger guiding function.
2.2.3. Veriﬁcation of improved product limit method by instance
Suppose survival time of 11 lung cancer patients are 9, 13,
13+, 18, 23, 28+, 31, 34, 45+, 48 and 161+, respectively;
wherein, ‘‘+’’ indicates right censoring sample. In the exam-
ple, the estimation process of partial conversion improved pro-
duct limit method of Eq. (12) is shown in Table 1. The part of
frequency of right censoring sample ri is converted into fre-
quency of complete sample di, while the rest forms r
0
i, where
column _r2i ; _r
5
i ; _r
8
i indicate frequencies of converting the 2nd,
5th and 8th samples into the corresponding complete samples,
which is calculated by Eq. (12); mi indicates corrected fre-
quency of converted complete sample, which is calculated by
Eqs. (15) and (16). At last, reliability Ri of each sample is esti-
mated according to column Ni and mi.
Comparing the results of the improved product limit
method of Eqs. (11) and (12) with those of redistribute-to-
the-right algorithm, the numerical results are shown in
Table 2. Fig. 1 shows the estimated reliability curve, where
CIL;CIU are conﬁdence intervals of Ri at 95% level.
According to Table 2 and Fig. 1, reliability estimated by
redistribute-to-the-right algorithm is the most optimistic, while
the result of complete conversion improved product limit
method of Eq. (11) is the most conservative. Improved product
limit method is calculated not according to censoring observa-
tions; instead, by assuming that censoring sample also reaches
real lifetime, namely, it speculates real lifetime of censoring
sample according to distribution of complete sample and esti-
mates by converting censored data into complete sample. In
consideration that censored data are neglected in standard
product limit method, the improved algorithm is relatively
Table 2 Comparison of lung cancer results of several product limit methods.
Method Sample
9 13 18 23 31 34 48
Redistribute-to-the-right algorithm Ri 0.90909 0.81818 0.71591 0.61364 0.49091 0.36818 0.18409
D Rið Þ 0.90909 0.81818 0.71591 0.61364 0.49091 0.36818 0.18409
CIL 0.25814 0.29339 0.28721 0.26644 0.23185 0.18850 0.10234
CIU 0.95503 0.89893 0.84707 0.80449 0.76248 0.72923 0.70645
Eq. (11) Ri 0.90909 0.81818 0.70909 0.60000 0.46061 0.32121 0.09091
D Rið Þ 0.00751 0.01352 0.01875 0.02182 0.02259 0.01982 0.00751
CIL 0.56143 0.49298 0.39887 0.30985 0.20694 0.11776 0.01264
CIU 0.98736 0.95419 0.89954 0.83365 0.73647 0.62653 0.43857
Eq. (12) Ri 0.90909 0.81818 0.71146 0.60474 0.47064 0.33653 0.11913
D Rið Þ 0.00751 0.01352 0.01903 0.02235 0.02410 0.02203 0.01193
CIL 0.56143 0.49298 0.40088 0.31358 0.21391 0.12681 0.02135
CIU 0.98736 0.95419 0.90086 0.83672 0.74390 0.63919 0.45600
Table 1 Estimated reliability by improved product limit method with Eq. (12).
No. ti ci ri _r2i _r
5
i _r
8
i
di mi r0i Ni Ri
1 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.000 0 11.000 0.909090909
2 13 1 1 0 0 0 0 1.000 0.375 10.000 0.818181818
3 18 1 0 0.125 0 0 0.125 1.125 0 8.625 0.711462451
4 23 1 0 0.125 0 0 0.125 1.125 0 7.500 0.604743083
5 28 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.400 6.375 0.604743083
6 31 1 0 0.125 0.2 0 0.325 1.325 0 5.975 0.470636876
7 34 1 0 0.125 0.2 0 0.325 1.325 0 4.650 0.336530670
8 45 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.500 3.325 0.336530670
9 48 1 0 0.125 0.2 0.5 0.825 1.825 0 2.825 0.119125901
10 161 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.000 0.119125901
Fig. 1 Lung cancer reliability estimated with several product
limit methods.
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(11) with Eq. (12), it can be known that Eq. (11) converts cen-
soring samples completely into complete samples; hence its
estimation is more conservative than that of Eq. (12).
Table 2 shows that redistribute-to-the-right algorithm pre-
sents the greatest variance and the longest conﬁdence interval,
both of which are far greater than those of improved product
limit method, indicating that improved product limit method is
more accurate and stable. As improved product limit method
converts censoring sample into complete sample, more infor-
mation is utilized, hence reducing the uncertainty. Theestimated value and conﬁdence interval of complete conver-
sion improved product limit method are the smallest, while
those of partial conversion improved product limit method
are slightly greater, the reason of which might be that complete
conversion makes information more intensive in complete
sample. According to the comparison, effect of improved pro-
duct limit method in estimation is better.
3. Location-scale model of censoring sample estimated with
WLSE
When n samples xi; yið Þ of uncertain linear relation
y ¼ aþ bxþN 0;xð Þ are known, WLSE is usually used to
ﬁt, namely minimizing objective function minQ a; bð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1Wi yi  a bxið Þ. To estimate lifetime distribution, it is
necessary that WLSE transforms all kinds of reliability mode
into linear relations, in particular, for location-scale reliability
distribution R tð Þ ¼ G tlr
 
or logarithmic location-scale model
R tð Þ ¼ G ln tlr
 
, transformation L R tð Þð Þ ¼ L G ln tlr
  
makes
y ¼ L R tð Þð Þ ¼ L G tlr
   ¼ aþ bt or y ¼ L R tð Þð Þ ¼
L G ln tlr
   ¼ aþ b ln t into linear form. Generally, let
L xð Þ ¼ G1 xð Þ, then y ¼ G1 R tð Þð Þ ¼ tlr or y ¼ G1 R tð Þð Þ ¼
ln tl
r , which satisﬁes requirement. However, if shape parameter
b in Weibull distribution is unknown, let L xð Þ ¼ ln xa
 b 	
; if b
is known, let L xð Þ ¼ G1 xð Þ ¼  ln xð Þb. For common
location-scale distributions or logarithmic location-scale
1092 Huaiyuan Li et al.distributions in Table 3, transformation methods are summa-
rized in Table 4.
For distinguishing different functions of different samples,
WLSE assigns an appropriate weight Wi to each sample to
quantize its inﬂuence.14,15 The key to WLSE is determination
of appropriate weight Wi, while Wi ¼ 1D yið Þ is generally consid-
ered as the most appropriate weight. However, it is necessary
that linear ﬁtting needs transformation of reliability mode.
Thus, reliability of sample and its variance also change, while
the weight must reﬂect this change.
3.1. Weight determination
Generally, determination of reliability mode with WLSE only
takes into account complete sample but neglects censoring
sample, so that inadequate information utilization results in
large error. As Eq. (16) contains contribution of censoring
sample to complete sample, if corrected frequency of Eq.
(16) is regarded as a part of the weight factor, estimation of
complete sample can reﬂect the inﬂuence of all censoring sam-
ples. Bergman, Lu and Zhang et al.5,8,9 have studied weight
calculation of Weibull distribution. In this paper, their thought
is extended to location-scale family distribution, while inﬂu-
ence of censoring sample is also taken into account.
Supposing weight of each sample isWi, Eq. (17) is used to nor-
malize such weight, which, without impacting result of WLSE,
makes it more normalized.
Wi ¼Wi
Xn
j¼1
Wj
,
ð17ÞTable 4 Common distributions belonging to linear transformation
Distribution Linear form
Exponential  lnR tð Þ ¼ 1
r
t
Two-parameter exponential  lnR tð Þ ¼ 1
r
t l
r
Extreme value
ln  lnR tð Þð Þ ¼ 1
r
t l
r
Weibull with unknown b ln  lnR tð Þð Þ ¼ b ln t b ln
Weibull with known b  lnR tð Þð Þ1b ¼ t
r
 l
r
Normal U1 1 R tð Þð Þ ¼ t
r
 l
r
Logarithmic normal U1 1 R tð Þð Þ ¼ ln tr  lr
Table 3 Common distributions belonging to location-scale family.
Distribution Probability density
Exponential f tð Þ ¼ 1r exp  tr
 
;
Two-parameter exponential f tð Þ ¼ 1r exp  tlr
 
Extreme value f tð Þ ¼ 1r exp tlr 

Two-parameter Weibull f tð Þ ¼ br tr
 b1
exp
Normal f tð Þ ¼ U tlr
  ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
Logarithmic normal
f tð Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
rt
exp 
3.1.1. Extending Bergman’s weight
In the analysis of Weibull distribution, Bergman obtained
approximateWi with reciprocal of square of the ﬁrst derivative
of y to R, neglecting variance DðRÞ. Hung adopted similar
method6; except the normalization, there is no material differ-
ence between the two. By extending their thought to location-
scale family, Bergman’s weight may be deﬁned as:
Wi ¼ dy
dR





R¼Ri
 !2
¼ dyi
dRi
 2
¼ L0 Rið Þð Þ2 ð18Þ
Besides the number of samples, frequency also reﬂects the
importance of the sample, especially in discrete distribution
model. Samples at large frequency often locate at which the
probability density is large, and such sample is also relatively
important for the distribution. However, least square estimate
(LSE) or WLSE only conducts ﬁtting of complete samples; in
traditional LSE or WLSE, inﬂuences of both frequency and
censoring observation are neglected. The corrected frequency
of complete sample in Eq. (16), which contains converted fre-
quency of censoring sample, implies both the factor of fre-
quency and the inﬂuence of censoring sample. If corrected
frequency of Eq. (16) is taken as a part of the weight factor,
inﬂuences of both frequency and censoring sample can be
taken into account. Therefore, Bergman’s weight containing
both frequency and censoring is as follows:
Wi ¼ dy
dR





R¼Ri
 !2
m0i ¼
dyi
dRi
 2
m0i ¼ L0 Rið Þð Þ2m0i
ð19Þ.
Transformation
y ¼  lnR tð Þ; x ¼ t; b ¼ 1
r
; a ¼ 0
y ¼  lnR tð Þ; x ¼ t; b ¼ 1r ; a ¼  lr
y ¼ ln  lnR tð Þð Þ; x ¼ t; b ¼ 1
r
; a ¼ l
r
r y ¼ ln  lnR tð Þð Þ; x ¼ ln t; b ¼ b; a ¼ b ln r
y ¼  lnR tð Þð Þ1b; x ¼ t; b ¼ 1
r
; a ¼  l
r
y ¼ U1 1 R tð Þð Þ; x ¼ t; b ¼ 1
r
; a ¼ l
r
y ¼ U1 1 R tð Þð Þ; x ¼ ln t; b ¼ 1r ; a ¼  lr
function Reliability
tP 0 R tð Þ ¼ expð trÞ; tP 0
R tð Þ ¼ exp  tlr
 
e
tl
r
	
R tð Þ ¼ exp  exp tlr
  
 tr
 b 	
R tð Þ ¼ exp  tr
 b 	
ﬃﬃ
pr
exp  12 tlr
 2 	 R tð Þ ¼ 1 U tlr 
1
2
ln tl
r
 	2
R tð Þ ¼ 1 U ln tlr
 	
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weights of common distributions in Table 3 are shown in
Table 5.
When sample number n ¼ 5; 10; 25; 30; Ri ¼ ni0:7nþ0:4 is
estimated with median rank method; then, according to nor-
malized weights of exponential distribution, extreme value dis-
tribution, Weibull distribution with b ¼ 0:8 and Weibull
distribution with b ¼ 4 calculated with Eq. (18) and Table 5,
the curve is plotted shown in Fig. 2. Large sample always
comes with relatively small weight difference; however, the
weights will present signiﬁcant differences in small sample.
As order statistics have different weights, it is unreasonable
to treat all the samples equally, especially when sample number
is small. Weights of exponential distribution and Weibull dis-
tribution with b < 1 generally decrease monotonically with
the rank. For extreme value distribution, normal distribution,
logarithmic normal distribution and Weibull distribution with
b > 1, the weights ﬁrstly increase continuously with the rank
and then decrease after reaching the maximum value near
the median rank. Weight changes in a similar trend with its
probability density function (PDF); for rank in position with
large probability density, the weight is large; conversely, for
rank in position with small probability density, small weight
is presented.
3.1.2. Extending Lu’s weight
By referring Lu’s thinking of transforming distribution with
parameter into standard distribution by intermediate variable,
in this paper, his thought is extended to location-scale model.
For location-scale model R tð Þ ¼ G tlr
 
or logarithmic
location-scale model R tð Þ ¼ G ln tlr
 
, in case of transformation
of t ¼ lðzÞ or ln t ¼ lðzÞ, then R lðzÞð Þ ¼ G lðzÞlr
 	
or
RðexpðlðzÞÞ ¼ G lðzÞlr
 	
. A suitable lðzÞ should be selected to
insure that G lðzÞlr
 	
does not include unknown parameters.
Let lðzÞ ¼ rzþ l, then R lðzÞð Þ ¼ GðzÞ, namely, z follows
parameter-free standard distribution GðzÞ. Furthermore,
z ¼ G1 R lðzÞð Þð Þ, by comparing linear transformation
y ¼ G1 R tð Þð Þ in Table 4, it shows that y follows the same dis-
tribution withz; therefore, the essence of linear transformation
in Table 4 is to transform distribution into parameter-freeTable 5 Bergman’s weight of common distributions with Eqs. (18)
Distribution L xð Þ Weight w
Exponential L xð Þ ¼  ln xð Þ Wi ¼ R2i
Two-parameter exponential L xð Þ ¼  ln xð Þ Wi ¼ R2i
Extreme value L xð Þ ¼ ln  lnxð Þ Wi ¼ Rið
Weibull with unknown b L xð Þ ¼ ln  lnxð Þ Wi ¼ Rið
Weibull with known b L xð Þ ¼  ln xð Þ1b
Wi ¼  lð
Normal L xð Þ ¼ U1 1 xð Þ Wi ¼
U

Logarithmic normal L xð Þ ¼ U1 1 xð Þ Wi ¼
U
standard distribution by virtue of intermediate variance.
However, for Weibull distribution, if shape parameter b is
known; let z ¼ ln ta
 b 	
and z follows standard extreme value
distribution; if bis known, let z ¼ tlr ; z follows standard
Weibull distribution. As y ¼ G1 R tð Þð Þ ¼ z, according
to error propagation theory, D yð Þ ¼ DðzÞ  dy
dR
 2
D Rð Þ ¼
L0 Rð Þð Þ2D Rð Þ. Although propagation theory of random error
is adopted similarly to determine weight Wi, compared with
Bergman, Lu took into account variance D Rð Þ of R.
Therefore, weight of the ith sample is deﬁned as
Wi ¼ 1
G1
0 ðRiÞ
 	2
D Rið Þ
ð20Þ
If censored data or frequency is to be taken into account,
weight Wi may be calculated with
Wi ¼ mi
G1
0
Rið Þ
 	2
D Rið Þ
ð21Þ
where mi is corrected frequency of the ith sample determined
with Eq. (16). The Lu’s weights of common distributions in
Table 3 are shown in Table 6.
Estimate reliability as Ri ¼ ni0:7nþ0:4 and variance as
D Rið Þ ¼ Ri 1Rið Þn , and then calculate weights of exponential dis-
tribution, extreme value distribution, Weibull distribution with
b ¼ 0:9 and Weibull distribution with b ¼ 4 when sample
number n ¼ 5; 10; 25; 30 according to Eq. (20) and
Table 6; the results are shown in Fig. 3. Variation trend with
rank of weight determined by Eq. (20) is basically the same
with that in Fig. 2. By comparing with Fig. 2, it shows that
weight calculated by Eq. (20) is much greater when sample
number n is the same. As Eq. (20) takes the variance of Ri into
account, uncertainty is increased and weight becomes larger
under the circumstances of the same sample size, which also
indicates that negligence of variance of Ri by Bergman and
Hung may result in accurate loss.
3.1.3. Extending Zhang’s accurate weight
All of Eqs. (18)–(21) approximately calculate Wi with error
propagation theory, lacking accurate computation.16 As zand (19).
ithout frequency/censoring Weight with frequency/censoring
Wi ¼ R2i mi
Wi ¼ R2i mi
lnRiÞ2 Wi ¼ Ri lnRið Þ2mi
lnRiÞ2 Wi ¼ Ri lnRið Þ2mi
b2R2i
nRiÞ
2
b2
Wi ¼ b
2R2i
 lnRið Þ
2
b2
mi
1
10 1 Rið Þ
	2 Wi ¼ mi
U1
0
1 Rið Þ
 	2
1
10 1 Rið Þ
	2 Wi ¼ mi
U1
0
1 Rið Þ
 	2
Table 6 Lu’s weight of common distributions with Eqs. (20) and (21).
Distribution Standard distribution Weight without frequency/censoring Weight with frequency/censoring
Exponential GðzÞ ¼ 1 ez Wi ¼ R
2
i
D Rið Þ Wi ¼
R2i
D Rið Þmi
Two-parameter exponential GðzÞ ¼ 1 ez Wi ¼ R
2
i
D Rið Þ Wi ¼
R2i
D Rið Þmi
Extreme value GðzÞ ¼ 1 expðetÞ Wi ¼ Ri lnRið Þ
2
D Rið Þ Wi ¼
Ri lnRið Þ2
D Rið Þ mi
Weibull with unknown b GðzÞ ¼ 1 expðetÞ Wi ¼ Ri lnRið Þ
2
D Rið Þ Wi ¼
Ri lnRið Þ2
D Rið Þ mi
Weibull with known b GðzÞ ¼ 1 ezb Wi ¼ b
2R2i
D Rið Þ  lnRið Þ
2
b
2 Wi ¼ b
2R2i
D Rið Þ  lnRið Þ
2
b
2 mi
Normal GðzÞ ¼ UðzÞ Wi ¼ 1
U1
0
1Rið Þð Þ2D Rið Þ Wi ¼
mi
U10 1Rið Þð Þ2D Rið Þ
Logarithmic normal GðzÞ ¼ UðzÞ Wi ¼ 1
U10 1Rið Þð Þ2D Rið Þ Wi ¼
mi
U10 1Rið Þð Þ2D Rið Þ
Fig. 2 Bergman’s weight of common distributions with Eq. (18).
1094 Huaiyuan Li et al.follows parameter-free standard distribution GðzÞ; Dðz ið ÞÞ may
be obtained accurately according to GðzÞ. 17 Through deriva-
tion, ﬁrst moment E z ið Þ
 
and second moment E z2ið Þ
 	
of the
ith order statistic of common location-scale models under
parameter-free standard distribution are shown in Table 7,18
where c ¼ R1
0
eT lnTdT  0:577216; g ¼ R1
0
ln2TeTdT 
1:978112;C xð Þ ¼ R1
0
euux1du; / xð Þ and U xð Þ are respec-
tively PDF and cumulative distribution function of standard
normal distribution. As the process of transforming R into y
is substantially transforming distribution with unknown into
parameter-free standard distribution about z; y and z followthe same distribution; therefore, order statics of y is also order
statics of z. Thus D yið Þ ¼ D z ið Þ
  ¼ E z2ið Þ 	 E2 z ið Þ  is ten-
able. The accurate weight of WLSE can be worked out accord-
ing to order statics of z.
Therefore, accurate weight may be calculated withWi ¼ 1
D yið Þ
¼ 1
D z ið Þ
  ¼ 1
E z2ið Þ
 	
 E2 z ið Þ
  ð22Þ
If taking into account the inﬂuence of censoring sample or
frequency, the weight is calculated as follows:
Fig. 3 Lu’s weight of common distributions with Eq. (20).
Table 7 First moment and second moment of order statistics of common standard distributions.18
Distribution E z ið Þ
 
E z2ið Þ
 	
Exponential
iCin
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þikþ1
1
n k
 2
2iCin
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þikþ1
1
n kð Þ3
Two-parameter
exponential iC
i
n
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þikþ1
1
n k
 2
2iCin
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þikþ1
1
n kð Þ3
Extreme value
iCin
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þk
c ln n iþ kþ 1ð Þ
n iþ kþ 1 iC
i
n
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þk
gþ 2cln n iþ kþ 1ð Þ þ ln2 n iþ kþ 1ð Þ
n iþ kþ 1
Weibull with
unknown b
iCin
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þk
c ln n iþ kþ 1ð Þ
n iþ kþ 1 iC
i
n
Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þk
gþ 2cln n iþ kþ 1ð Þ þ ln2 n iþ kþ 1ð Þ
n iþ kþ 1
Weibull with known b
iCinC
1
b
þ 1
 Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þi1k
1
n k
 1þ1b
iCinC
2
b
þ 1
 Xi1
k¼0C
k
i1 1ð Þi1k
1
n k
 1þ2b
Normal
iCin
Xni
k¼0C
k
ni 1ð Þnik
Z þ1
1
zUðzÞn1k/ðzÞdz iCin
Xni
k¼0C
k
ni 1ð Þnik
Z þ1
1
z2UðzÞn1k/ðzÞdz
Logarithmic normal
iCin
Xni
k¼0C
k
ni 1ð Þnik
Z þ1
1
zU ln zð Þn1k/ ln zð Þdz iCin
Xni
k¼0C
k
ni 1ð Þnik
Z þ1
1
z2U ln zð Þn1k/ ln zð Þdz
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D yið Þ
¼ mi
D z ið Þ
  ¼ mi
E z2ið Þ
 	
 E2 z ið Þ
  ð23Þ
When n ¼ 5; 10; 25; 30, weights of exponential distribu-
tion, extreme value distribution, normal distribution and
Weibull distribution with b ¼ 4 calculated with Eq. (22)
and Table 7 are shown in Fig. 4. Compared with Figs. 2
and 3, despite that their curve proﬁles are basically the same,Fig. 4 is more accurate. When n ¼ 5; 25, methods of
Bergman, Lu and Zhang5,8,9 are compared; the results are
shown in Fig. 5. By summarizing Figs. 1–5, it can be seen
that:
(1) Large sample comes with small weight and small weight
difference, while small sample makes large weight and
high weight difference, indicating that WLSE shall be
Fig. 4 Zhang’s weight of common distributions with Eq. (22).
1096 Huaiyuan Li et al.adopted when sample size is small. For large sample,
LSE basically satisﬁes the basic requirements of
accuracy.
(2) For the same distribution, no matter how calculation
method and sample size are, proﬁle and trend of weights
with rank are basically the same.
(3) Variation trend of weight is similar to function shape of
probability density to some extent; for example, when
rank is near the peak of probability density, the weight
is large; however, when rank is corresponding to small
probability density, small weight is presented.
(4) According to the results of Eqs. (18), (20) and (22), small
difference is shown in change forms of weights
with ranks, but the accuracies are quite different to
some extent; Zhang’s method is accurate but complex,
while Bergman’s method is simple, but large error is
presented.
3.2. Experiment and results
There are three methods to estimate reliability: standard pro-
duct limit method, complete conversion improved product
limit method and partial conversion improved product limit
method. While there are also three methods to determine
weight, i.e., no weight, weight without censoring and frequency
and weight with censoring and frequency. By combining these
methods, algorithms obtained are as shown in Table 8.With Monte Carlo simulation of random distribution,
weight calculation methods of Bergman’s, Lu’ and Zhang’s
are veriﬁed and compared with LSE method.5,8,9 Taking expo-
nential distribution with l ¼ 2; r ¼ 5 as example, effects of
improved product limit method, weight calculation method
and WLSE in estimation of censoring sample are veriﬁed.
Ten random numbers satisfying two-parameter exponential
distribution constitute one sample set.19 For each set,
improved product limit method or standard product limit
method is ﬁrstly adopted to roughly estimate reliability of each
sample, while weight is also calculated with the above three
methods; then, parameters l^; r^ and mean time to failures
(MTTF) are estimated with WLSE and compared with
LSE.20 Under the same conditions, each sample set is ran-
domly generated for 1000 times; then, by calculating expecta-
tions Eðl^Þ; Eðr^Þ of l^; r^, variances Dðl^Þ; Dðr^Þ and
expectation EMTTF of MTTF, performance of the algorithms
is measured. In addition, residual Qe of LSE or WLSE may
measure ﬁtting accuracy; therefore, performances of the algo-
rithms may also be measured by expectation EQe and variance
DQe of residual Qe. Simulation results with left censoring and
right censoring ratios of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, respectively, are
shown in Tables 9–11.
As reliability of each sample estimated by product limit
method is the initialization of WLSE, WLSE based on
improved product limit method can achieve more accurate
result. WLSE is more effective than LSE; moreover, if weight
with censoring and frequency is taken into account, more
Fig. 5 Comparison of weights calculated with different methods.5,8,9
Table 8 Combination of product limit method and weight.
Product limit method Weight Algorithm code
Standard No weight N
Complete conversion improved No weight 1
Partial conversion improved No weight 2
Standard Weight without frequency/censoring NA
Complete conversion improved Weight without frequency/censoring 1A
Complete conversion improved Weight with frequency/censoring 1B
Partial conversion improved Weight without frequency/censoring 2A
Partial conversion improved Weight with frequency/censoring 2B
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soring and frequency.
(1) WLSE presents both small residual and variance, indi-
cating that weighted ﬁtting can lead to better effect
and more stable calculation. The residual of improved
product limit method is greater than that of standard
product limit, suggesting that the results of the former
present stronger nonlinearity. Under the same condi-
tions, residual of weight with frequency/censoring is
slightly smaller than that of weight without frequency/-
censoring, indicating that the weight with frequency/cen-
soring is more reasonable. Among above three weight
calculation methods, the residual of Bergman’s weightis the greatest but its variance is the smallest, indicating
that ﬁtting with Bergman method, despite the poorer
effect, is more stable than other weights. The residual
of Zhang’s weight is the smallest, indicating the best ﬁt-
ting effect; however, its large variance suggests its per-
formance is not enough stable.
(2) For MTTF, there’s no obvious difference between LSE
and WLSE at low censoring ratio; however, when cen-
soring ratio is high, the estimation of WLSE is more
accurate than that of LSE. Similar to the results of
Table 2, under the same conditions, MTTF estimated
with improved product limit method is always closer
to true value than the result of standard product limit
method, as MTTF estimated by the latter always
Table 9 Simulation results with left censoring and right censoring ratios of 0.1.
Weight Algorithm Eðl^Þ Dðl^Þ Eðr^Þ Dðr^Þ EMTTF EQe DQe
LSE N 1.885435 1.381468 5.026683 5.315517 6.912118 0.258184 0.046198
1 1.744892 1.559860 4.870247 5.024798 6.615139 0.273281 0.049843
2 1.741455 1.562518 4.879618 5.043341 6.621073 0.272670 0.049572
Ref.5 NA 1.824092 0.627603 5.557224 6.031742 7.381317 0.012074 6.63  105
1A 1.706072 0.790516 5.334762 5.631298 7.040834 0.012972 7.50  105
1B 1.706139 0.801502 5.331152 5.667780 7.037291 0.012685 6.98  105
2A 1.704512 0.791347 5.340841 5.645063 7.045353 0.012974 7.50  105
2B 1.704787 0.801015 5.336847 5.676965 7.041634 0.012662 6.96  105
Ref.8 NA 1.885285 0.523809 5.462199 5.672935 7.347485 0.010099 5.09  105
1A 1.779020 0.675842 5.219237 5.156375 6.998256 0.011898 7.20  105
1B 1.777552 0.685117 5.216125 5.173208 6.993677 0.011475 6.06  105
2A 1.777583 0.675861 5.225846 5.170783 7.003429 0.011878 7.19  105
2B 1.776221 0.684516 5.222629 5.185671 6.998850 0.011424 6.03  105
Ref.9 NA 1.882694 0.514498 5.506814 5.874871 7.389508 0.009239 4.23  105
1A 1.765402 0.689482 5.282049 5.475222 7.047452 0.010401 5.42  105
1B 1.766227 0.699257 5.276220 5.491039 7.042447 0.010061 4.93  105
2A 1.764143 0.689717 5.288178 5.489178 7.052320 0.010391 5.41  105
2B 1.765108 0.698810 5.282018 5.502826 7.047126 0.010024 4.91  105
Table 10 Simulation results with left censoring and right censoring ratios of 0.2.
Weight Algorithm Eðl^Þ Dðl^Þ Eðr^Þ Dðr^Þ EMTTF EQe DQe
LSE N 1.938357 1.563702 5.462552 7.354647 7.378707 0.177422 0.031264
1 1.706860 1.930826 4.938628 5.662231 6.625551 0.211337 0.040430
2 1.682991 1.983122 5.004045 5.920274 6.666974 0.206586 0.038068
Ref.5 NA 1.851820 0.924801 6.040835 8.420019 7.868977 0.011289 7.30  105
1A 1.645980 1.229984 5.440385 6.686260 7.065106 0.013216 9.57  105
1B 1.650011 1.230810 5.422827 6.649752 7.051619 0.013050 9.19  105
2A 1.632668 1.262030 5.486785 6.880864 7.098094 0.013193 9.67  105
2B 1.636753 1.258776 5.470022 6.842530 7.085455 0.012887 9.13  105
Ref.8 NA 1.905351 0.805779 5.973225 8.154926 7.854940 0.008946 5.11  105
1A 1.720922 1.116346 5.311001 6.034506 7.010828 0.012512 9.85  105
1B 1.724042 1.113865 5.292513 5.991408 6.995506 0.012202 8.69  105
2A 1.707144 1.147130 5.362876 6.257448 7.048810 0.012329 9.68  105
2B 1.709889 1.141669 5.346627 6.206900 7.035347 0.011847 8.21  105
Ref.9 NA 1.907875 0.795340 6.009602 8.243988 7.893724 0.008455 4.64  105
1A 1.705622 1.142888 5.377800 6.459031 7.062172 0.011090 8.62  105
1B 1.710693 1.144603 5.356041 6.408844 7.045533 0.010892 8.59  105
2A 1.691974 1.172104 5.429949 6.672755 7.100558 0.010918 8.20  105
2B 1.696670 1.171573 5.410251 6.616568 7.085600 0.010552 7.71  105
1098 Huaiyuan Li et al.exceeds true value a lot. Compared with the method tak-
ing no account of frequency/censoring, MTTF of the
weight containing frequency/censoring is lower, and
the estimation is more conservative. As a whole, the dif-
ference in MTTF estimated with those three kinds of
weights methods is not obvious, but the effect of Lu’s
and Zhang’s weight is slightly better.
(3) Generally, parameter r reﬂects failure rate information
to a great extent. When censoring ratio is small,
WLSE and LSE do not have too much difference in r
estimation; however, at high censoring ratio, r estimated
by the three WLSE methods are all greater than true
value but are relatively stable, while LSE can reach the
result more consistently with true value. r estimatedwith standard product limit method is always too large,
while the result of improved product limit method is
much more accurate; the main reason is that improved
product limit method, complete conversion improved
product limit method in particular, also convert cen-
sored data into complete sample so that the failure rate
estimated is severer. Standard product limit method
neglects censoring sample, which imply that censored
sample cannot fail, leading to low failure rate and large
r. Compared with WLSE, which takes no account of
censoring, under the same circumstances, r estimated
with weight with frequency/censoring is relatively
smaller and closer to true value among the
three weighted methods, indicating that weight with
Table 11 Simulation results with left censoring and right censoring ratios of 0.3.
Weight Algorithm Eðl^Þ Dðl^Þ Eðr^Þ Dðr^Þ EMTTF EQe DQe
LSE N 2.002464 2.068899 6.070988 10.73243 7.97657 0.107320 0.017230
1 1.731933 3.088070 4.919984 6.982766 6.572094 0.161721 0.036647
2 1.660828 3.162291 5.128164 7.508332 6.707524 0.148177 0.028983
Ref.5 NA 1.903691 1.664962 6.629983 11.80467 8.43127 0.009393 6.13  105
1A 1.593119 2.867599 5.507413 8.485368 7.015326 0.012489 0.000106
1B 1.598333 2.933575 5.478704 8.537771 6.992113 0.012334 0.000104
2A 1.553360 2.916402 5.653357 8.881766 7.120237 0.012395 0.000107
2B 1.555500 2.975139 5.634430 8.953223 7.103651 0.011845 9.89  105
Ref.8 NA 1.949917 1.545821 6.580949 11.72758 8.428495 0.007077 3.91  105
1A 1.678372 2.627214 5.346301 7.674269 6.940376 0.012541 0.000123
1B 1.680453 2.693819 5.318098 7.719756 6.914569 0.012264 0.000117
2A 1.632263 2.682700 5.519535 8.186375 7.065977 0.011923 0.000115
2B 1.631123 2.741939 5.503063 8.231817 7.048575 0.011138 9.41  105
Ref.9 NA 1.951908 1.539341 6.635133 12.00996 8.483997 0.006891 3.83  105
1A 1.654031 2.852929 5.406779 8.293750 6.976079 0.011668 0.000135
1B 1.661298 2.896761 5.373967 8.337827 6.950842 0.011685 0.000168
2A 1.605896 2.905966 5.589340 8.781326 7.108893 0.010902 0.000111
2B 1.610306 2.942650 5.566136 8.823938 7.090325 0.010354 0.000107
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failure rate estimation. As a whole, among three
weighted methods, the Zhang’s weight reaches the result
the closest to true value and having the best effect, while
Lu’s weight ranks the second.
(4) In general, larger value of location parameter l repre-
sents higher reliability; conversely, the reliability will be
lower. In all the simulation results, estimated values of
l are always smaller than true value. Estimation of
LSE is closer to true value, while the result of WLSE
is always smaller than that of LSE, which also suggests
that WLSE is more conservative than LSE inTable 12 Aileron actuator reliability estimation with several produ
Sample ti Standard product limit method
Ri D Rið Þ CIL CIU
963.79 0.96667 0.00107 0.79800 0.99533
2205.90 0.93333 0.00207 0.76933 0.98327
3072.03 0.89744 0.00316 0.72901 0.96606
3529.47 0.86004 0.00424 0.68659 0.94517
3972.62 0.82265 0.00522 0.64510 0.92210
4024.83 0.78526 0.00609 0.60472 0.89734
5366.15 0.74599 0.00696 0.56348 0.86982
5701.74 0.70673 0.00771 0.52337 0.84098
5864.97 0.66747 0.00833 0.48431 0.81097
6032.71 0.62575 0.00895 0.44388 0.77790
6163.70 0.58403 0.00942 0.40453 0.74371
6498.23 0.54232 0.00974 0.36619 0.70846
6816.24 0.50060 0.00991 0.32888 0.67219
7060.01 0.45888 0.00992 0.29257 0.63490
7990.48 0.41300 0.00993 0.25382 0.59271
7990.48 0.36711 0.00972 0.21636 0.54927
7990.48 0.32122 0.00928 0.18027 0.50454
8982.43 0.27533 0.00863 0.14569 0.45844
14625.20 0.22026 0.00795 0.10644 0.40115
26462.51 0.16520 0.00674 0.07020 0.34154
26749.17 0.11013 0.00502 0.03796 0.27962
27194.85 0.05507 0.00277 0.01199 0.21860estimation. l estimated with improved product limit
method is always smaller than that estimated by stan-
dard product limit method, indicating that improved
product limit method tends to estimate low reliability,
which is consistent with estimation of r. l estimated
with weight with frequency/censoring is often slightly
greater than that estimated with weight taking no
account of frequency/censoring, i.e., closer to the true
value. The difference between three weighted methods
in estimation is not obvious; however, estimated result
of Lu is the closest to true value, followed by that of
Zhang.ct limit methods.
Partial conversion improved product limit method
mi Ri D Rið Þ CIL CIU
1.000000 0.96667 0.00107 0.79800 0.995330
1.000000 0.93333 0.00207 0.76933 0.983270
1.075499 0.89695 0.00310 0.72845 0.965800
1.117165 0.85891 0.00408 0.68532 0.944500
1.117165 0.82087 0.00497 0.64315 0.920960
1.117165 0.78283 0.00575 0.60214 0.895680
1.167165 0.74283 0.00648 0.56021 0.867550
1.167165 0.70283 0.00710 0.51944 0.838050
1.167165 0.66283 0.00761 0.47976 0.807350
1.229665 0.62041 0.00803 0.43879 0.773590
1.229665 0.57800 0.00834 0.39891 0.738680
1.229665 0.53558 0.00851 0.36010 0.702670
1.229665 0.49316 0.00857 0.322326 0.665608
1.229665 0.45074 0.00849 0.285602 0.627501
1.329665 0.40452 0.00828 0.246801 0.584783
1.329665 0.35830 0.00792 0.209323 0.540793
1.329665 0.31208 0.00741 0.173260 0.495474
1.329665 0.26586 0.00675 0.138752 0.448744
1.529665 0.21269 0.00580 0.101265 0.393094
1.529665 0.15952 0.00465 0.066664 0.335248
1.529665 0.10635 0.00330 0.035937 0.275306
1.529665 0.05317 0.00175 0.011269 0.216740
Fig. 6 Aileron actuator reliability estimated with several product
limit methods.
1100 Huaiyuan Li et al.As a whole, WLSE has better ﬁtting effect than LSE and is
more accurate, conservative and stable in parameter estima-
tion. Compared with standard product limit method, the fail-
ure rate estimated with improved product limit method is
higher, whose reliability tends to be more conservative and
accurate. Weight with frequency/censored information makes
estimation closer to true value, especially when censoring ratio
is relatively high.
4. Estimation of reliability of aileron actuator in civil aircraft
As investigated in an airline company, 30 lifetime samples of
aileron actuator of A320 aircraft are as follows: 963.79,Table 13 Aileron actuator reliability estimation with LSE in comm
Parameter Two-parameter exponential Extreme value
l^ 11.64366 15171.45
r^ 11039.93 8774.012
b^
a^ 0.00105 1.72914
b^ 9.06  105 0.000114
Qe 1.361336 11.11477
x 0.068067 0.555738
# 12.40574 5.462898
e 0.261895 0.428411
Table 14 Aileron actuator reliability estimated with exponential di
Parameter Ref.5 Ref.8
I II III I
l^ 1459.349 1482.386 1438.321 1091.471
r^ 9461.979 9255.206 9318.630 10804.340
a^ 0.15423 0.16017 0.15435 0.10102
b^ 0.000106 0.000108 0.000107 9.26  105
Qe 0.015525 0.016018 0.018322 0.008197
x 0.000776 0.000801 0.000916 0.000410
# 19.17888 19.12408 18.70759 16.83385
e 0.274178 0.267735 0.267763 0.3007902205.9, 2357.89+, 2716.96+, 3072.03, 3489.72+, 3529.47,
3972.62, 4024.83, 5046.15+, 5366.15, 5701.74, 5864.97,
5886.12+, 6032.71, 6163.7, 6498.23, 6816.24, 7060.01,
7389.62+, 7990.48, 7990.48, 7990.48, 8982.43, 9444.26+,
14625.2, 26462.51, 26749.17, 27194.85, 28705.09; wherein,
‘‘+’’ indicates right censored data.
Firstly, reliability of each sample is roughly estimated with
product limit method. Table 12 lists results of standard pro-
duct limit method and partial conversion improved product
limit method, while Fig. 6 shows empirical distribution curve
of aileron actuator estimated with product limit method.
According to Table 12 and Fig. 6, the improved product limit
estimate is more conservative than standard product limit esti-
mate in reliability estimation.
On the basis of product limit method, LSE is adopted for
preliminary ﬁtting of each sample. Transforming common dis-
tribution in Table 3 according to Table 4, the ﬁtting results are
shown in Table 13, where Qe; x; #; e are denoted as residual
of linear ﬁtting, variance of stochastic disturbance, linear sig-
niﬁcance level and Kolmogorov–Smimov (KS) test statistics.
In extreme value distribution and normal distribution, residual
Qe and stochastic disturbance x are the greatest, while linear
signiﬁcance level # and KS test level e are the poorest.
Integrating Qe; x; #; e, it can be seen that under no circum-
stances will reliability of aileron actuator follows extreme value
distribution or normal distribution, but good ﬁtting effect can
be achieved in exponential distribution, logarithmic normal
distribution or Weibull distribution.
Bergman’s, Lu’s and Zhang’s5,8,9 weights in exponential
distribution, Weibull distribution and logarithmic normal dis-
tribution are calculated, then, WLSE is adopted to evaluate
reliability of aileron actuator. The results of exponentialon distributions.
Two-parameter Weibull Normal Lognormal
10449.65 8.93338
11055.72 10229.27 0.922983
1.381643
12.8641 1.02154 9.67882
1.381643 9.78  105 1.083444
2.487488 4.571091 1.26923
0.124374 0.228555 0.063461
14.23774 7.306626 15.63011
0.300805 0.375208 0.249993
stribution with different weights.
Ref.9
II III I II III
1104.045 1110.240 3536.449 3555.186 3586.829
10516.660 10418.150 5095.459 4962.158 4895.233
0.10498 0.10657 0.69404 0.71646 0.73272
9.51  105 9.6  105 0.000196 0.000202 0.000204
0.009635 0.011334 0.003908 0.004145 0.004065
0.000482 0.000567 0.000195 0.000207 0.000203
16.76280 16.90165 81.45693 81.22629 83.45455
0.292267 0.289367 0.702262 0.731240 0.754330
Table 15 Aileron actuator reliability estimated with Weibull distribution at different weights.
Parameter Ref.5 Ref.8 Ref.9
I II III I II III I II III
r^ 10232.47 10035.43 10076.49 10680.01 10544.50 10540.97 10694.28 10512.97 10525.18
b^ 1.129955 1.140629 1.086215 1.189663 1.143799 1.095707 1.155911 1.157232 1.107602
a^ 10.4332 10.5096 10.0127 11.0355 10.5954 10.1496 10.7239 10.7164 10.2581
b^ 1.129955 1.140629 1.086215 1.189663 1.143799 1.095707 1.155911 1.157232 1.107602
Qe 0.091336 0.093427 0.091301 0.109016 0.109191 0.104239 0.106184 0.109093 0.104884
x 0.004567 0.004671 0.004565 0.005451 0.005460 0.005212 0.005309 0.005455 0.005244
# 144.1305 143.7195 139.1357 139.5970 135.0372 133.3661 137.8698 136.1747 133.8619
e 0.242176 0.235224 0.232381 0.265299 0.255524 0.250697 0.262419 0.255616 0.251274
Table 16 Aileron actuator reliability estimated with lognormal distribution at different weights.
Parameter Ref.5 Ref.8 Ref.9
I II III I II III I II III
l^ 8.899790 8.885682 8.883132 8.926968 8.909943 8.906425 8.927356 8.912495 8.909729
r^ 0.843077 0.830675 0.856142 0.877968 0.880382 0.893375 0.875287 0.867666 0.880317
a^ 10.5563 10.6969 10.3758 10.1678 10.1205 9.96941 10.1993 10.2718 10.1210
b^ 1.186132 1.203840 1.168030 1.138994 1.135871 1.119350 1.142482 1.152517 1.135954
Qe 0.046440 0.047632 0.049574 0.051466 0.054542 0.055681 0.051408 0.053339 0.054741
x 0.002322 0.002382 0.002479 0.002573 0.002727 0.002784 0.002570 0.002667 0.002737
# 208.1875 208.4701 199.1236 188.5337 183.7312 180.5058 189.5187 187.6914 183.8705
e 0.232001 0.224662 0.224905 0.245921 0.238302 0.237237 0.246016 0.238968 0.238203
Fig. 7 Reliability curves of lognormal distribution of aileron
actuator.
Evaluation of aileron actuator reliability with censored data 1101distribution, Weibull distribution and logarithmic normal dis-
tribution are listed in Tables 14–16; wherein, ColumnIlists
results of standard product limit method and Eq. (18),
Column II lists results obtained from partial conversion
improved product limit method estimate and Eq. (18), and
Column III lists results obtained from partial conversion
improved product limit method and Eq. (19).
Comparison between Tables 14–16 and 13 show that taking
Qe; x; #; e as criteria, WLSE mostly shows better estimation
effect than LSE. Under the same distribution, r^ estimated by
LSE is always greater than that estimated by WLSE, indicating
that LSE tends to estimate low failure rate so that the reliabil-
ity is estimated more optimistically. According to Tables 14–
16, when distribution type and weight calculation method
are the same, KS test statistics e of Columns II and III is
always better than Column I; however, no obvious different
is presented in Qe; x; #, which indicates that from the per-
spective of sample’s linear ﬁtting in approximation theory,
improved product limit method shows no obvious superiority;
however, from the perspective of goodness-of-ﬁt test in statis-
tics, result of improved product limit estimate is closer to true
value.
EðQeÞ; EðxÞ; Eð#Þ; EðeÞ are obtained by averaging
Qe; x; #; e in Tables 14–16 and then rank in superiority
order; ordinal of exponential distribution, Weibull distribution
and logarithmic normal distribution about EðQeÞ; EðxÞ;
Eð#Þ; EðeÞ are respectively denoted as OexpQe ; Oexpx ; O
exp
# ;
Oexpe ; O
wbl
Qe
; Owblx ; O
wbl
# ; O
wbl
e ; O
e
Qe
; Oex; O
e
#; O
e
e and distribu-
tion with the minimum sum of ordinal is regarded as the
optimal distribution. Therefore, logarithmic normal distribu-
tion is the most appropriate to describe lifetime of aileronactuator in civil aircraft, wherein, l^ ¼ 8:8832930977141;
r^ ¼ 0:828930701040881 and the result is as shown in
Fig. 7.
Experimental veriﬁcation shows that improved life table,
product limit method and weight calculation methods in this
paper can well estimate the reliability even at high censoring
ratio.
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Suppose that the real distribution of the censored sample is
consistent with that of the complete sample. Guided by the dis-
tribution of complete sample, the frequency of the censored
sample is transformed into that of complete sample.
Through the integration of the transformed frequency and
the frequency of the complete sampler, the life table, the pro-
duct limit estimation and the WLSE are improved effectively.
Compared with the traditional life table and product limit esti-
mation, the improved algorithms in the paper have the follow-
ing advantages.
(1) The traditional algorithm can only estimate the data
which contain right censoring samples. However, even
there is a mixture of right censoring, left censoring and
interval censoring data simultaneously, the improved
algorithm can estimate it accurately.
(2) The estimation of censored samples by the traditional
life table or product limit method tends to be too subjec-
tive and arbitrary. Suppose that the real distribution of
the censored sample is in accordance with that of the
complete sample. The improved algorithm in the paper
transforms censored samples into complete samples
within their scope in line with the distribution of com-
plete samples. Thus treatment of censored samples is
the same as complete samples, namely, treatments of
censored samples and complete samples can be reason-
ably uniﬁed together.
(3) The estimation by the improved algorithm is more accu-
rate than that of the traditional method. The estimation
value of my improved algorithm possesses smaller vari-
ance and shorter conﬁdence interval.
Similarly, the improved WLSE in the paper is better than
the traditional WLSE.
(1) Although WLSE is usually utilized to estimate the distri-
bution of small samples, it is hardly employed to esti-
mate censored samples directly. Censored samples are
converted into complete samples, their frequency is
taken as a part of weight and the improved WLSE can
estimate various censored samples directly.
(2) In the paper, the variance of the order statistic of typical
distribution is deduced and computed. In addition, inte-
grating the variance with the frequency which includes
censored samples and complete samples as weight, the
improved WLSE can estimate in a more accurate way
than the traditional method.
According to the above analysis, the effect of WLSE is
remarkable for small sample; however, as there is little differ-
ence in weights when sample number is large, it is of no obvi-
ous effect to use WLSE. In spite of the good effect, algorithms
in this paper increase calculation; in particular, the following
problems still merit further discussion.
(1) Cumulative summation of combinatorial number is
involved in calculating accurate weight; however, difﬁ-
culty in calculating combinatorial number greatly
increases the complexity, so that it is almost impossibleto calculate weight in large sample size; moreover, large
difference in combinatorial numbers may lead to large
error in accumulation.
(2) Integration is often involved in calculating accurate
weight so that high-accuracy and stable integration algo-
rithm must be required; otherwise, large error will make
it hard to accurately calculate weight or even make
weight negative. In this paper, 20-order Gauss Hermite
integration is adopted; however, when sample number
exceeds 40, it is still very difﬁcult to accurately calculate
the weight. It is still a subtle problem to accurately cal-
culate weight according to order statistics under large
sample.
(3) LSE or WLSE sometimes shows large error in location
parameter estimation, which often estimates location
parameter as a negative. Therefore, the problem of
how to estimate location parameter with LSE/WLSE
requires prompt solution.
(4) In this paper, censoring samples are converted into
complete samples according to practical distribution
proportion of complete samples; then, the converted
frequency is taken as weight of WLSE. However, esti-
mation with WLSE is essentially converting samples
into standard distribution and distribution is already
assumed; therefore, frequency of converting censoring
sample into complete sample may be deduced accord-
ing to properties of standard distribution and order
statistics; such frequency is then taken as weight of
WLSE.
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